An affordable, performance rowing boat – ideal for fun and adventures on open water
The Explorer is an exciting, brand new addition to Rannoch Adventure’s fleet of adventure
rowing boats. It’s ideal for anyone wanting to enjoy rowing on open waters - whether you’re
a novice wanting a casual trip down the river with a picnic, or an experienced adventurer
intent on exploring some of our planet’s least trodden waters.

Rannoch Adventure is the world’s #1 ocean rowing company and has a wealth of experience
designing and building rowing boats. However, not everyone has the time or desire to spend
months at sea crossing an ocean so it was always a matter of time before Rannoch came up
with the ultimate rowing boat for shorter trips.

Hail the Explorer!











Suitable for anyone and everyone – no specialist training required.
High performance – with topsides to expel the larger waves in choppy conditions yet
light enough to cut through the water at an astonishing pace without much effort.
Easy to repair – a unique feature for lightweight rowing boats - after a bad knock, the
Explorer can easily be repaired anywhere in the world.
Stability - capable of stability in choppy waters but robust and easy to handle.
Good looks – a polished gelcoat gives a fantastic finish with intricate detailing.
Space - designed for one or two people and has enough storage space for a tent,
camping kits and a large dry bag. There’s even room for your dog on board!
Affordability – no more expensive than a top quality mountain bike!
Mobility – weighing under 50kgs, the boat is easily managed by one person and comes
with its own unique mobile wheel cradle for launching and moving around. A single
boat can easily be lifted onto a car roof rack by two people or up to 8 boats can be
stacked onto a road trailer.
Easy to store - at just over 5 metres long, it doesn’t take up much storage space.

Is this boat for you?
It’s the perfect boat for everyone - solo, pairs, mixed, man and dog, kids, veterans, ex
Olympians and hesitant newcomers to rowing. The Explorer can get you wherever you want
to go easily, safely and quickly.
It is ideal for anyone unsure about rowing a skiff anymore, anyone fed up of rolling their
kayak, anyone who dreams of enjoying rowing into their advancing years, or anyone who
simply wants to enjoy a healthy morning cutting through the water.
The Explorer is ideal for:





Recreational rowing in rivers, lakes, estuaries;
Cruising and camping;
Challenging coastal adventure expeditions;
Training and developing rowing skills.

The Explorer is unique - there are few other boats like this. Rannoch Adventure believes they
have filled a niche market in the rowing world, by providing a boat in which anyone can enjoy
performance rowing on a sturdy platform at an affordable price. It is a quality constructed
rowing boat that anyone could step onto and enjoy without the need for any special training
beforehand, a great boat for schools, clubs or institutions.
The Explorer is a very clever boat that fits all these bills.

Unique design, manufacture and performance
The Explorer has been designed and created by Rannoch Adventure founder, Charlie Pitcher,
and world renowned naval architect Phil Morrison.
With its GRP construction and a polished gelcoat finish, the Explorer is much lighter and
cheaper than injection moulded boats and, as a result, has significantly superior and more
exciting performance and handling characteristics.
The Explorer has a very practical and comfortable layout with shaped riggers, a large water
proof hatch for dry storage, and is suitable for solo or pairs rowers. There are three rowing
stations which ensure the boat is always balanced, regardless of whether it is used as a solo
or pair’s boat.

Specifications
Length
Width
Depth
Length on water line
Width on waterline
Height (for crating)
Hull weight
Maximum load
Average speed

510cm
92cm
13cm
500cm
80cm
52cm
50kgs
200kgs
3-5kt

Standard features







GRP hull & riggers
Sliding seats
0ars
Launching wheels
Adjustable foot board and straps
Storage hatch (max. capacity 20 litres)
 Standard Explorer graphics

Optional extras






Additional sets of oars
Roof rack cradle
Vehicle trailer
Boat cover
Bespoke graphics / colours
 Shipping

Accessories









Seat Pad
Anchor
All-purpose bag of ropes
GPS
Water bottle
Mirror
Dry bag
Branded clothing

Price
Please email us for pricing details.

Delivery time
28 days from order and payment being received.

Explore Your World - #RannochExplorer
“I’ve always dreamed of making this special rowing boat a reality. We just needed
to clock up enough miles and experience to understand what sort of boat would
suit everyone, not just a small bunch of high octane ocean rowing adventurers.”
Charlie Pitcher, Founder – Rannoch Adventure

Rannoch Adventure Ltd
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